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The Instructor Course:  
Gate to teaching Martial Arts in the UK  
 
The Instructor Course is based on the Manchester Syllabus of the Missing 
Link Martial Arts Community. The course aims to give martial artists who 
are already engaged and have a solid foundation the tools and knowledge to 
become a good instructor.  

The limited time frame makes for an intense learning experience, but needs 
the students to be self-driven, independent and pushing their own bounda-
ries. The course ends with a Missing Link Martial Arts UK Instructor cer-
tificate and a brown belt if all requirements are met – and of course if the 
participant isn’t already graduated higher.  

The course happens once in a week at Manchester Karate.  
The 36 classes start in January 2019.  

Interested students should register their application as soon as possible, so 
we can also take into account which days are best for the majority of  
participants.  



The Missing Link Martial Arts Community  
 

With the Missing Link concept steadily growing in terms of content and organiza-
tion, experienced martial arts practitioners join the group, and the community 
plans to spread out in the UK. To make this possible, we created a structure for 
Missing Link dojos that helps to start an own school.  

With support by Missing Link Martial Arts UK and personal coaching with a 
Founder Circle Member, instructors can focus on their students, on teaching and 
developing their own skills—while the HQ in Manchester does all the heavy lif-
ting of administration, marketing and footing huge bits of the startup costs.  

The most important bit, however, is that Missing Link is a research community. 
Martial arts don‘t end with some competition skills or a black belt. Martial arts 
mean life long learning, addressing the bleeding edge of modern social develop-
ments, enabling people to live a happier, healthier and more fulfilled life.  

Join us now in learning—and teaching—some of the most important skills for a 
society stuck in a modern lifestyle of technology and consumption.  

 



36 weeks of coaching in a small group 
 
The Instructor Course spans 36 lessons of learning, plus homework, indi-
vidual practice and the own training in the dojo. During the course the 
participants will teach classes on their own, face five internal gradings and 
will be required to prepare an individual project, as defined in the Missing 
Link Martial Arts Curriculum for Kuro Obi.  
We are filming during the instructor lessons to use the material in our 
Online Resources portal.  

The instructor course costs £500 for the whole term. Application written 
to Manchester Karate Ltd. Enrolment is subject to interview.  

Missing Link Members can get discount. For Dojo Leaders or instructors 
already working with us there might be additional arrangements, discussed 
face to face.  

Manchester Karate Ltd - Missing Link Martial Arts UK 

www.missinglink-martialarts.uk 
Facebook.com/MissingLinkManchester 

0753 99 46 777 
manchester@missinglink-martialarts.uk 


